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On behalf of Mr. Barold Weisberg I am redvesting disclosure 

of tne following information on the assassination of Dr. Martin 

Titer King, Jr? 
— 

i. She resvits of any ballistics tests.   >». The resvuits of any spectrographic or nevtron activation 

analyses. 
, f - ° - 

5. The resvlts of any scientific tests maGe on the dent in 

the windowsill of the bathroom winaow from which Dr. King wae 

allegedly snot. 

&. The results of eny scientific tests performed on the Eetts, 

ashes or other cigarette remains found in the white Mustang abancones 

in Atlanta after Dr- Kine's assassination and ali reporcs mace 2n re7 

gird to said cigarette remains. 4 

5. “All photographs of sketches of any suspects in the zssessi- 

nation of Dr. King. = 

\ 6 All photographs From whatever Source taken at the scene of 

the crime on April 4th or April 5th, 1968. 
. 
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7. All informution, docevments, OF reports mace available to 

ary author or writer, includin but not limited to Clay Plait, Em 

weremiah O'Leary, George McMillan, Gerold Frank, and WiJlianm Eradfons 

Fuic. 
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This request for Bisclosure is made under the Frecdon of Infor 

inption Act, 5 U.S.C. 3552, a5 anended by pubjic Law 93-502, 88 State 
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You state thet the photecrephs enc sketches of SUSTGCtS In the 
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+275, what hes been provided him Of crac 
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he wishes to have copied for hin. 
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coulée be afrensed for the Earliest Possible mutua: 
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to ascertain what materials are inclyde3 you will just make a few Anguiries of writers, and FBI Officials, 

The alternative, 
and testimony 
court determine the Matter. TI 
facet that FBI Tmeterials were made eveilable to is incontestible. I note, 
Case cf James Ear) Rev, 
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Gefense and thet they have fiesheg 

impress people. 
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tion in order to 
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in closing, let me aPpoloci wour letter. 3 work entirely alone, J ‘Clerk to assist re eng must cf 
Fecently I have been Very press Seley. However, tir. Telsberce ¢ Levi about these ance other att your letter and I trust You paid him close attention. 
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is to proceed to take Gesposition 
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